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Timeless Beauty Of Rolex & Moorcroft
At Kensington Estate Auctions December 3

William Moorcroft art pottery.
ONLINE — During Kensington
Estate Auctions’ Monday, December 3 sale, period William Moorcroft pottery, a Rolex oyster perpetual day-date 18K man’s
wristwatch and a Handel bronze
piano lamp will be prominently
featured.
This auction will cross borders
and time zones to offer the audience an array of British and
Dutch pottery; fine art from the
Nineteenth–Twentieth centuries;
antiquarian books; sculptures;
sterling silver; illustrations; theater, sports and political memorabilia; jewelry; rugs; and stoneware.
Kensington Estate Auctions has
been commissioned to handle a
private collection of William
Moorcroft art pottery. Over a
series of auctions, more than 100
examples will be sold. During
December’s auction, Kensington
will offer Moorcroft Macintyre,
Florian Ware and Spanish Design
Moorcroft. Included in this offering are several items of Royal
Copenhagen Flora Danica. Not to
be overlooked is Dutch pottery
from both Chris Lanooy and Theodoor Colenbrander, a pair of German Meissen Malabar musicians,
Swedish pottery from Gustavsberg Argenta and a 1930s sculpture from Jais Nielsen.
Buyers can pack the Louis Vuitton suitcase from the auction,
with the sterling Tiffany picture
frames, jewelry and a Wallace &

Son vanity set. Other items of
sterling silver include a sevenbranch Menorah and nine-branch
oil lamp, both by the Israeli artist
Avishai. A Chinese silver export
box with tiger head orchids by
Luen Wo will round out the silver
section.
Art offerings consist of paintings
by Walt Kuhn, Gluck Sandor,
Eugene Bubos, Harry Bennett, G.
Mabie, Daniel Fowler, Johannes
Martini, Umberto Brunellescha,
Ernest Thompson Seton, Dorrit
Dekk, Nancy Grossman and L.
Brune; and lithographs by Tsugohara Foujita, Theophile Steinlen,
Rico Blass, Alphonse Mucha and
Windsor McCay (“Little Nemo”
and “Slumberland”).
Americana folk art includes
hand-carvings by M. Fortin and
Amache, a folk art pictorial peacock hooked rug, ice fishing carved
wood decoys and stoneware.
Political and autographed items
include hand-signed Richard
Strauss sheet music, “The Woodstock Stories” inscribed by William Benignus, 1921; 1864 Lincoln-Johnson ferrotype campaign
token; Civil War bank currency
and bank note; World’s Columbian Exposition Specimen Pass
1893 (series A) and a 1920 Police
Bravery Medal.
Antiquarian books consist of volumes of Thomas Bewick, Gleanings and Qudrupeds and British
Birds. Each volume is illustrated
throughout with woodcuts and

copper plates. Original Woodstock
Program, 3 Days of Peace & Music
and signed first edition book by
Saul Raskin, Personal Surrealism
will be offered.
The collection of Nineteenth–
Twentieth Century lithographic
posters is highlighted by a foursheet 1920s poster of Carter The
Great Magician and works by
Eugene Samuel Grasset, Andy
Warhol, Keith Haring, Robert
Indiana, Peter Max, Paul Rand,
Tadanori Yokoo and international
travel posters. Rounding out this
section is an advertisement for
Bell Atlantic by Maurice Sendak.
Speaking of Maurice Sendak, a
hand-signed knapsack of a Wild
Thing is a must-have.
An iconic photograph of the
1996 New York Yankees World
Series players is signed by David
Wells, Wade Boggs, Andy Pettitte,
Paul O’Neill and others; a New
York Knicks iridescent Baden
basketball is signed by John
Starks and a collection of wrestling and boxing memorabilia
from the 1920s–30s, which
includes a scrap book of signatures and newspaper clippings;
magazines and an original letter
from Jim Londos (aka The Golden
Greek) are the tip of the sports
memorabilia on offer.
A
photographic
collection
includes an original photograph
of Bruce Springsteen signed by
the photographer, David Gahr;
original early 1960s photographs

LACMA Supports Launch Of Tavares
Strachan’s ‘Enoch’ Into Space
LOS ANGELES — The Los
Angeles County Museum of Art
(LACMA) has announced that
LACMA Art + Technology Lab
grant recipient Tavares Strachan will soon be launching his
project “Enoch” into space. The
anticipated launch date was
scheduled for November 19. Created in collaboration with
LACMA, Strachan’s “Enoch” is
centered around the development and launch of a 3U satellite that brings to light the forgotten story of Robert Henry
Lawrence Jr, the first African
American astronaut selected for
any national space program. In
this new body of work, Strachan
combines hidden histories, traditions of ancient Egypt, Shinto
rituals and beliefs, and the history of exploration.
Lawrence died in 1967 while
training a junior pilot in landing
techniques at Edwards Air Force
Base, and his aspirations to go to
space were never realized. He
was an accomplished Air Force
pilot, the first doctorate-holding
aerospace researcher to be
selected as an astronaut, and the
developer of the “flare” technique, now a critical maneuver
of space shuttle landing. Despite
his belated recognition in 2017,
in which NASA leaders honored

his many contributions on the
50th anniversary of his death,
Lawrence remains virtually
invisible amid the commemorative culture of space exploration.
To honor the astronaut’s legacy,
Strachan created a 24K gold

Still from animation of
Enoch in space, courtesy
Spaceflight.

canopic jar with a bust of Lawrence. The canopic jar nods to a
practice employed by the ancient
Egyptians to protect and preserve organs of the deceased for
use in the afterlife. The canopic
jar was blessed at a Shinto
shrine in Fukuoka, Japan, and
was recognized as a container for
Lawrence’s soul.
The satellite containing the
canopic jar is contracted to
launch via Spaceflight’s SSO-A:
SmallSat Express mission from
Vandenberg Air Force Base on a
SpaceX Falcon 9 rocket. The
sculpture will circle the earth for
seven years in a sun-synchronous orbit. “Tavares Strachan’s
“Enoch” exemplifies the LACMA
Art + Technology Lab’s mission
to foster conversations between
talented artists and leading
technology companies to realize
collaborations that would not be
otherwise possible,” said Michael
Govan, LACMA chief executive
officer and Wallis Annenberg
director. “Launching an artwork
into space is a spectacular result
of the program. More importantly, Tavares’s project justly honors
an under recognized pioneer of
NASA’s space program.”
LACMA is at 5905 Wilshire
Boulevard. For information,
www.lacma.org or 323-857-6000.

L. Brune oil painting of Marche Aux Puces, France.

Hand-signed Maurice Sendak knapsack.
reflecting life in Japan by William
Sylvester Gamble, Keith Carter;
and more than 1,300 original
Third Reich German photographs
will cross the block.
Additional collectable items
include a large carved wood sculpture of Pan with deities, vintage
Peerless radiator cap, Dietz Vesta
cold blast lantern with a blue
globe, Sweet Cuba store counter
tin, pair of Walter Von Nessen

Rolex oyster perpetual daydate 18K watch.
bookends, Chinese and American
political posters, violins, studio
pottery, Aboriginal bark paintings, bronze figures and much
more.
Online bidding is at www.
liveauctioneers.com and www.
invaluable.com. For further
information, www.kensingtonestateauctions.com or for phone
or absentee bids, 917-536-3748.
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